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Rabbi Jonathan Sacks on Noach
I once had the opportunity
to ask the Catholic writer
Paul Johnson what had
struck him most about
Judaism during the long
period he spent
researching it for his
masterly A History of the
Jews? He replied in roughly
these words: “There have
been, in the course of
history, societies that
emphasized the individual
– like the secular West
today. And there have
been others that placed
weight on the collective –
communist Russia or
China, for example.”
Judaism, he continued,
was the most successful
example he knew of that
managed the delicate
balance between both –
giving equal weight to
individual and collective
responsibility. Judaism was
a religion of strong
individuals and strong
communities. This, he said,
was very rare and difficult,
and constituted one of our
greatest achievements. It
was a wise and subtle
observation. Without
knowing it, he had in effect
paraphrased Hillel’s
aphorism: “If I am not for
myself, who will be
(individual responsibility)?
But if I am only for myself,
what am I (collective
responsibility)?” This
insight allows us to see the
argument of Parshat Noach

in a way that might not have
been obvious otherwise.
The parsha begins and ends with
two great events, the Flood on
the one hand, Babel and its
tower on the other. On the face
of it they have nothing in
common. The failings of the
generation of the Flood are
explicit. “The world was corrupt
before God, and the land was
filled with violence. God saw the
world, and it was corrupted. All
flesh had perverted its way on
the earth” (Gen. 6:11-12).
Wickedness, violence, corruption,
perversion: this is the language
of systemic moral failure. Babel
by contrast seems almost idyllic.
“The entire earth had one
language and a common
speech” (11:1). The builders are
bent on construction, not
destruction. It is far from clear
what their sin was. Yet from the
Torah’s point of view Babel
represents another serious
wrong turn, because immediately
thereafter God summons
Abraham to begin an entirely
new chapter in the religious story
of humankind. There is no Flood
– God had, in any case, sworn
that He would never again
punish humanity in such a way
(“Never again will I curse the soil
because of man, for the
inclination of man’s heart is evil
from his youth. I will never again
strike down all life as I have just
done”, 8:21). But it is clear that
after Babel, God comes to the
conclusion that there must be
another and different way for

humans to live.
Both the Flood and the Tower
of Babel are rooted in actual
historical events, even if the
narrative is not couched in
the language of descriptive
history. Mesopotamia had
many flood myths, all of
which testify to the memory
of disastrous inundations,
especially on the flat lands of
the Tigris-Euphrates valley
(See Commentary of R. David
Zvi Hoffman to Genesis 6
[Hebrew, 140] who suggests
that the Flood may have been
limited to centres of human
habitation, rather than
covering the whole earth).
Excavations at Shurrupak,
Kish, Uruk and Ur –
Abraham’s birthplace – reveal
evidence of clay flood
deposits. Likewise the Tower
of Babel was a historical
reality. Herodotus tells of the
sacred enclosure of Babylon,
at the centre of which was a
ziqqurat or tower of seven
stories, 300 feet high. The
remains of more than thirty
such towers have been
discovered, mainly in lower
Mesopotamia, and many
references have been found in
the literature of the time that
speak of such towers
“reaching heaven”. However,
the stories of the Flood and
Babel are not merely
historical, because the Torah
is not history but “teaching,
instruction.” They are there
because they represent a
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Ashurbanipal II “made the totality of all peoples speak one
speech.” A cylinder inscription of Sargon II says, “Populations
of the four quarters of the world with strange tongues and
incompatible speech…whom I had taken as booty at the
command of Ashur my lord by the might of my sceptre, I
caused to accept a single voice.” The neo-Assyrians asserted
their supremacy by insisting that their language was the only
It was Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), the thinker who laid the
one to be used by the nations and populations they had
foundations of modern politics in his classic Leviathan (1651),
defeated. On this reading, Babel is a critique of imperialism.
who – without referring to the Flood – gave it its best
There is even a hint of this in the parallelism of language
interpretation. Before there were political institutions, said
between the builders of Babel and the Egyptian Pharaoh who
Hobbes, human beings were in a “state of nature”. They were
enslaved the Israelites. In Babel they said, “Come, [hava] let
individuals, packs, bands. Lacking a stable ruler, an effective
us build ourselves a city and a tower… lest [pen] we be
government and enforceable laws, people would be in a state of scattered over the face of the earth” (Gen. 11:4). In Egypt
permanent and violent chaos – “a war of every man against
Pharaoh said, “Come, [hava] let us deal wisely with them, lest
every man” – as they competed for scarce resources. There
[pen] they increase so much…” (Ex. 1:10). The repeated
would be “continual fear, and danger of violent death; and the
“Come, let us … lest” is too pronounced to be accidental.
life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” Such
Babel, like Egypt, represents an empire that subjugates entire
situations exist today in a whole series of failed or failing
populations, riding roughshod over their identities and
states. That is precisely the Torah’s description of life before
freedoms.
the Flood. When there is no rule of law to constrain individuals,
the world is filled with violence. Babel is the opposite, and we
If this is so, we will have to re-read the entire Babel story in a
now have important historical evidence as to exactly what was
way that makes it much more convincing. The sequence is
meant by the sentence, “The entire land had one language and this: Genesis 10 describes the division of humanity into
a common speech.” This may not refer to primal humanity
seventy nations and seventy languages. Genesis 11 tells of
before the division of languages. In fact in the previous chapter how one imperial power conquered smaller nations and
the Torah has already stated, “From these the maritime
imposed its language and culture on them, thus directly
peoples spread out into their lands in their clans within their
contravening God’s wish that humans should respect the
nations, each with its own language” (Gen. 10:5. The Talmud
integrity of each nation and each individual. When at the end
Yerushalmi, Megillah 1:11, 71b, records a dispute between R.
of the Babel story God “confuses the language” of the builders,
Eliezer and R. Johanan, one of whom holds that the division of
He is not creating a new state of affairs but restoring the old.
humanity into seventy languages occurred before the Flood).
Interpreted thus, the story of Babel is a critique of the power
of the collective when it crushes individuality – the individuality
The reference seems to be to the imperial practice of the neoof the seventy cultures described in Genesis 10. (A personal
Assyrians, of imposing their own language on the peoples they
note: I had the privilege of addressing 2,000 leaders from all
conquered. One inscription of the time records that
the world’s faiths at the Millennium Peace Summit in the
United Nations in August 2000. It turned out that there were
exactly 70 traditions – each with their subdivisions and sects –
Great Neck Yoetzet Halacha Lisa Septimus
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represented. So it seems there still are seventy basic cultures).
observance of taharat mishpacha (halacha relating When the rule of law is used to suppress individuals and their
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distinctive languages and traditions, this too is wrong. The
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profound moral-social-political-spiritual truth about the human
situation as the Torah sees it. They represent, respectively,
precisely the failures intimated by Paul Johnson. The Flood tells
us what happens to civilization when individuals rule and there
is no collective. Babel tells us what happens when the collective
rules and individuals are sacrificed to it.
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So the Flood and the Tower of Babel, though polar opposites,
are linked, and the entire parsha of Noach is a brilliant study in
the human condition. There are individualistic cultures and
there are collectivist ones, and both fail, the former because
they lead to anarchy and violence, the latter because they lead
to oppression and tyranny. So Paul Johnson’s insight turns out
to be both deep and true. After the two great failures of the
Flood and Babel, Abraham was called on to create a new form
of social order that would give equal honor to the individual
and the collective, personal responsibility and the common
good. That remains the special gift of Jews and Judaism to the
world.

CLASS SCHEDULE & YOUTH GIRLS MINI SHABBATON
Mondays
Community Scholars’ Kollel (Braun Youth Center)
Rabbi Yudi Jeger
8:30 – 10:00 am
Jewish Philosophy (Beit Midrash)
Rabbi Ian Lichter
8:00 – 9:00 pm
Topics in Aggadata (Bilfeld home)
Rabbi Dale Polakoff
9:00 – 10:00 pm
Tuesdays
Community Scholars’ Kollel (Braun Youth Center)
Rabbi Yudi Jeger
8:30 – 10:00 am

Gemorah (Weinstein Technology Center)
Rabbi Yossi Singer
8:30 - 9:30 pm
Contemporary Topic Chabura (rotating homes)
Rabbi Ian Lichter
9:00 – 10:30 pm
Thursdays
Community Scholars’ Kollel (Braun Youth Center)
Rabbi Yudi Jeger
8:30 – 10:00 am
Women’s Chumash Class (Chalfin Room)
Rabbi Dale Polakoff
9:15 – 10:30 am

Teen Schmooze & Learn (Braun Youth Center)
Parsha ‘n Pizza (Chalfin Room) ***New night this year Rabbi Ian Lichter
6:45 - 7:30 pm (Grades 7-12)
Rabbi Ian Lichter
7:00 - 7:30 pm (Grades 1-5)
Power Chumash (Chalfin Room)
Rabbi Dale Polakoff
Wednesdays
8:30 – 9:30 pm
Community Scholars’ Kollel (Braun Youth Center)
Rabbi Ian Lichter
Fridays
8:30 – 10:00 am
Rabbi Frand Parsha Video (Braun Youth Center)
8:30 – 9:30 am

GUEST SPEAKER SERIES - THIS SHABBAT

MEN’S CLUB EVENT

UPCOMING EVENTS

NSHA COMMUNITY SHABBATON - NOV. 3-4

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rabbi Polakoff’s shabbos drasha through 5778
is dedicated in memory of PINCHAS BEN YOSEPH
For other such opportunities please contact
Howard Wolf 516-643-3344
IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE WHO IS MOVING INTO THE
GREAT NECK AREA PLEASE LET THE OFFICE KNOW.
OFFICE HOURS FOR RABBI POLAKOFF
Wednesdays: 10-12; Thursdays: 1-3. He can always be reached via
516.637.3674 or dpolakoff@gns.org.
HASHKAMA MINYAN KIDDUSH
Hashkama Minyan Kiddush is sponsored by Robin & Jeroen Bours in
memory of her father Dr. Bernard B. Siegel z"l.
CHAVERIM CENTER
Rabbi Jensen will speak at Chaverim this Wed. October 18th.
CHANUKAH SCOPE DEADLINE
Please submit all articles, advertisements, photos, recipes,
sponsorships and any other matters of interest for our membership for
the upcoming Chanukah issue of SCOPE magazine to Diane Rein
at drein@verizon.net. The deadline for all submissions is Monday,
October 23rd.
THANK YOU
We thank the Kessler Family for volunteering to collect the School
supplies that were donated to Oneg Shabbos. We thank everyone who
participated!!
GNS SHIVA CHESED FUND RUNNING LOW
Over 13 years ago we started the GNS Shiva Chesed Fund and Shiva
system so all our Shul families could be cared for at all times of Shiva.
As our Shiva Chesed fund is running low we appreciate your help to
donate now so we are ready to assist Shiva families at any time with
meals and with whatever is needed. Please donate online at https://
www.gns.org/about/affiliates/shivachesed/shiva/ or make all checks out
to GNS Shiva Chesed Fund and mail or drop off at the Shul.

MAZAL TOVS & COMMUNITY NEWS
Mazal Tov to Sharon & Rob Herman on the birth of a grandson
born to their children, Aura & Michael Herman.
Mazal Tov to Marci & Murray Rabinowitz on the Bar Mitzvah of
their son Ethan. Mazal Tov as well to grandfather, Stephen
Rabinowitz.
AMIT DINNER
The AMIT Greater LI Gala honoring Suri Kufeld will be on Tues. Oct.
31st at 6:30 pm at the Sephardic Temple in Cedarhurst. To register go
to www.amitchildren.org/longislandgala or contact Genene Kaye
at 212.477.5465 or genenek@amitchildren.org.
SAVE THE DATE
Randi Luxenberg will be honored at the Shaare Zedek Medical Center in
Jerusalem Dinner on Wed. Nov. 15th at Guastavinos NYC. To register or
to place an ad go to www.acsz.org/dinner. 6:30pm Buffet Dinner followed
by Program and Dessert Reception.
NORTH SHORE HEBREW ACADEMY OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, November 5th, 10:00am-1:00pm - Join us to learn about
North Shore Hebrew Academy’s premier Toddler-Eighth grade academic
program and how the NSHA Modern Orthodox Yeshiva experience can
transform your child and your family. Your child's journey begins here.
Children ages 2+ enjoy exciting supervised programming during the
Open House. This event will take place at our Cherry Lane campus - 16
Cherry Lane, Great Neck, NY 11024. To RSVP visit www.nsha.org/
openhouse. To schedule a tour, or for more information, contact Abigail
Zausmer Weiss at aweiss@nsha.org.
YESHIVA HAR TORAH OPEN HOUSE
Please join us at Yeshiva Har Torah’s Open House on Mon. Nov. 6th at
7:15 pm. Experience firsthand what makes our school, award-winning
faculty, parent body, and administration so unique. Nursery
transportation options are available. To find out more about the
admissions process, call us at (718) 343-2533 or register for the Open
House at www.hartorah.org. We look forward to seeing you on Nov. 6th!

GREAT NECK BIKUR CHOLIM
If you would like to volunteer to be a valuable member of the Bikur
Cholim Committee, which may include calling, visiting, shopping,
running an errand or driving a member of Great Neck Synagogue who
is ill or home-bound, please contact Diane Rein at drein@verizon.net
or (516) 487-1296 as she will be organizing Bikur Cholim now.
TEHILLIM GROUP IN PHYLLIS KIRSCH’S MEMORY
The women’s tehillim group who meet every Thursday morning are
looking for a number of women to participate. If you can dedicate a few
minutes, either in a group or privately, to say a couple of tehillim
each Thursday, we can carry on this mitzvah in Phyllis Kirsch's
memory. Please email Carole Lerman Libby at CaroleR833@gmail.com
to be part of this mitzvah. Carole will assign a couple of tehillim in order
to complete entire sefer.
CHAVERWEB
Chaverweb is the most convenient place to view your account status,
pay your bills and manage your online profile. Accessible at gns.org
with your account password.
SHIDDUCHIM COMMITTEE
If you are single and interested in meeting someone, email Robyn
Blumner at mitzvamatcher@gmail.com. Welcome all backgrounds!
UPCOMING EVENTS
AT GREAT NECK SYNAGOGUE
October 18: Chaverim Center
October 21: Shabbat Speaker: Rabbi Dr. Slifkin
October 29: Men’s Club Event: Rabbi Evan Hoffman
November 1: Chaverim Center
November 4: NSHA Shabbaton
November 4: Guest Speaker: Dr. David Dalin
November 5: Men’s Club Blood Drive
November 11: Men’s Club & Sisterhood Variety Night
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Saturday, 1 Cheshvan
Sharon Herman for Muriel Adler
Leon Kutcher for Fran Kutcher
Mary Flax for Ethel Pasvolsky
Herschel Flax for Ethel Paslovsky
Rita Silverman for Zelda Schwartz
Lorraine Domnitch for Jennie Speisel
Sunday, 2 Cheshvan
Sheila Bachman for Pauline Bachman
Joyce Swartz for Sol Gelfond
Ira Lubin for Pauline Gerber
Deena Heisler for Joseph Heisler
Eliot Heisler for Joseph Heisler
George Schuman for Erna Schuman
Debbie Hollander for Judith Sokol
Martin Sokol for Judith Sokol
Joey Sokol for Judith Sokol
Rabbi Shimon Wolf for Nathan Wolf
Monday, 3 Cheshvan
Pauline Levy for David Gruber
Paul Marcus for Victor Marcus
Tuesday, 4 Cheshvan
Marc Epstein for Toby Epstein
Phyllis Weinberg for Ida Tubachnick
Wednesday, 5 Cheshvan
Stuart Braunstein for Stanley Braunstein
Harriet Sherman Schimel for Gert Hausman
Albert Safdieh for Julia Safdieh
Pari Schwartz for Kahtoun Torkan
Thursday, 6 Cheshvan
Paul Brody for Joseph Brody
Friday, 7 Cheshvan
Elly Engelstein for Abraham Engelstein
Jill Swartz for Harvey Kronish

